Conditions of Sale

This is not an auction.

Horses will all be purchased subject to vetting to be arranged by the purchaser.

Horses will be secured by a deposit of 10% on the sale day with purchase completed within two weeks. Deposits may be paid from 9:30am on sale day

The deposit is only returnable should a horse not receive a satisfactory vetting.

Deposits may be paid by cash or cheque with balances paid by bank transfer.

Following purchase, Woodlander horses must leave the stud within three days of completion or livery will be charged.

Arrangement can be made for horses to remain at Woodlander, for example, for castration or further schooling. Livery will be charged.

The first buyer to pay a deposit for a horse will secure the purchase of that horse, any further buyers will be held, in order, on a wait list.

The stables are open for the viewing of foals, mares and youngstock from 9.00am. Foals and Youngstock will be presented at 11am, followed by older and ridden horses.

If you are interested in buying any of the horses presented on the day, please meet with Lynne Crowden ahead of the formal presentation at 10:30 am, or between 1pm and 2pm to register your interest.

Woodlander Foals will remain at Woodlander Stud with no charge for livery, until weaning. Direct costs for worming, farrier and any vetting will be charged to the purchaser. First registration of the foal will be paid by the vendor.

Woodlander Mares purchased at the sale will also remain at the stud with no charge for livery until weaning. Direct costs for worming, farrier and any vets costs will be charged to the purchaser.

Please ensure that you understand whether a mare is sold in foal or without her foal.

Please ensure that you discuss detailed arrangements for the purchase of non Woodlander horses.
Foals

Chadwells Dizzy Heights
2018 Chestnut Hannoverian Filly

So pretty and destined for the top out of a thoroughly successful dam by Florestan who, herself, was National Champion at Advanced Medium and competed to Inter I. She has bred two previous foals using the valuable D blood with her first foal Dvorak, not only a licensed stallion, but also a successful dressage with both Regional and Young Horse Qualifications this year at four years. We can expect great things from this very feminine lady who is late born but still shows the elasticity and go of her sire, Double Bubble.

£6,000
Owner & Breeder Julia Wilkinson - 07846102675

Duquesne
2018 Bay Hannoverian Colt to make 16.2hh

A cheeky and energetic colt in a rich conker coat, this is a young man with presence and potential. His dam line is past reproach with the big guns of Sandro Hit and Diammd Hit showing the way. His sire Double Bubble was bred to bring in the power of the exciting Don Frederico son, Don Frederic ridden now in small tour by Holga Finken, with many placing at Prix St George. From Bubble we can expect the enormous walk and canter for Grand Prix potential.

£7,500
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Sonoma
2018 Black Hannoverian Filly to make 16.1hh

This is an undeniably charming and elegant black daughter from a very consistent performance family which has produced stallions Weltregent, Summertime Blues, Renaissance and Picasso to name a few. In addition the Bundeschampion St Pr Pikantje and in more recent years many finalists in both dressage and jumping. This filly shows the beauty and resurgent popularity of her sire San Amour with the great success of his offspring in both the Bundeschampionat, the World Championships and our own young horse championships.

£8,500
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Foals

Fayette
2018 Bay Hannoverian Filly to make 16.3hh

A daughter from the finest lines of Woodlander breeding on both sides. Our most prolific line with multiple state premium mares and show winners has also produced not only Wavavoom but also the sensation that is Wild Love, now in training in Germany. This youngster left the judge speechless with his elasticity and movement… and here is his daughter. Her sire Franz Ferdinand is of course by Woodlander Farouche with three World Champions close to his pedigree (Fuerst Heinrich, Dimaggio and of course Farouche as his full sister) and a Grand Prix dam. Dig deep… this is the best for the future.

£18,000
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Unnamed (Double Bubble x Wanabella)
2018 Bay Oldenburg Colt to make 16.2hh

A truly impressive colt with performance at every turn. From a strong performance family on the dam line with dam sire Wesuvio winning at two star eventing and performance tested in Germany. He was also selected as a GB representative for the Young Horse Championships at Le Lion d’Angers. Wesuvio himself was by Walentino, a Small Tour dressage success ridden by Suzanne Lavendera. We are very excited by the sire of this young man. When Carl Hester sat on him before Bubble went to stud, he was blown away by the power and gears of this young stallion

£7,500
Owner & Breeder – Liz Williams – 07791 883234

Springfield
2018 Black Hannoverian Colt to make 16.3hh

For the discerning dressage rider, why not take the blood of one of the greatest German team horses, Piccolino ridden internationally, with huge winnings, by Klaus Husenbeth. Performance all the way as the dam is full sister to this impressive and Olympic team member and son of Prince Thatch xx. The sire Summertime Blues brings the further Grand Prix provenance of Donnerhall and Lauries Crusador xx through his own sire while his great grandmother St Pr Pikantje was Bundeschampioness.

£7,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Foals

Sommergllueck ZB
2018 Bay Hannoverian Colt to make 16.1hh

This is indeed a very special young man who shows not only exceptional uphill gaits and activity but also has emerged unscathed from a field accident as a foal. What does that speak of his spirit and will. He is from the wonderful dam line of Laudabilis and his dam is, of course, half sister to Double Bubble. His sire Summertime Blues was the reserve winner of his 50 day test with a highlight being his canter and ridability. With Fidermark and Sandro Hit as dam sires there is no question that this boy can also trot!

£P.O.A
Owner & Breeder Eva Broomer - 07834194821

Million
2018 Black Trakehner Colt to make 16.2hh

High fashion and so well connected...this black Trakehner colt descends directly from the dam of the very fashionable Trakehner, Millenium, who is also, of course, the sire! Correct, elegant and with total stallion presence, this elegant colt reminds us that his mother performed in the purple to take the Mare Champion and Supreme title at Trakehners UK and his father has now produced more than 20 licensed sons. We are very excited about this consolidated pedigree.

£20,500
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Vallecito
2018 Bay Oldenburg Colt to make 17.2hh

Big boys you are beautiful bringing the blood of Ampere and Vivaldi to power the grand prix performance on the dam side. The queen that is Moulin Rouge has produced consistent performers in sport and breeding and this one is definitely for the sport. Big moving in all gaits he is a must for the tall dressage rider who wants performance, movement and not just size.

£9,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351
Foals

Double Delight
2018 WBS-UK Chestnut/Roan Colt

This is an uphill and impressive moving youngster with a pedigree for all round fun. With the exciting jumping stallion Danny Kannan featuring the best of Dutch jumping blood and also on the dam side the dressage talents of Havidoff, Claveimbel and Uniform by Pion, this youngster’s dressage pedigree is also strengthened by Double Bubble with his blood from Rousseau with Ferro and Roemer bringing more jumping but then the balance of dressage lines from Donnerhall and Alabaster. This is a cocktail for success in jumping, eventing or dressage and his grand dam successfully did all three!

£5,000
Owner & Breeder - Debbie Clayton-Smith - 07734 277581

Fort Worth
2018 Bay Oldenburg Colt to make 17.2hh

Can we do it again? Could this be the strong half brother to Woodlander Farouche. For sure he has her precocious movement with three exceptional gaits plus an unbelievably sweet temperament to go with such great power, His dam Dornroeschen is by the great Dimaggio and was herself an International Grand Prix horse, thankfully retired to add her charm and sparkle to the gene pool. Sire, For Emotion, brings the super dam Samira who was both Bundeschampioness and a Small Tour success. For Emotion himself has put to good use the blood of his sire Foundation with both his strength and suppleness which saw him score top notes, including a 10 for canter in his sports test. We are so excited.

£30,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Zapata
2018 Bay Oldenburg Colt to make 16.22hh

Here is a consolidated pedigree for performance in this very elegant and refined half brother to Woodlander Double Bubble. Double Rousseau and double Alabaster ensures the provenance for performance. Alabaster was five year old Bundeschampion and competed to the highest levels in dressage, leaving behind many licensed sons. Alabaster’s most famous son, Apache OLD, ridden by Isabell Werth, notched up some 80 titles in ‘Big Tour competition. Add the blood of Rousseau, twice PAVO Champion and the sire of Ampere and Zack, plus of course the grandsire of triple world champ, Sezuan, and the pedigree screams performance.

£8,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351
Foals

St. Petersburg
2018 WBS-UK Black Colt to make 16.3hh

This is an eventing or jumping prospect for fun and for serious competition. Loads of energy is packaged in this shiny black coat and he shows the power of his strong dam sire pedigree with Silvio and Calypso shining through. The young stallion Stallone showed enormous potential but an injury cut short his career but his offspring prove his worth. His daughter Laponia was Champion three year old sports horse tat Gera, Germany and Quain ton Scarlet who was bred by Quainton Stud out of a Cassini II mare is proving her worth in eventing. In the early days Stallone’s Youngstock also made a big impression in German Breeding news with “Sandokan” an imposing 4 year old stallion by Quain ton Stallone changed hands for the top price of 45 000 euros at the auction in Marbach. Add the dressage and rideability of the charming Summertime Blues and you have a brilliant future.

£6,500
Owner & Breeder – Sherry Scott

Unnamed (Zsa Zsu x Double Bubble))
2018 Chestnut Hannoverian Colt to make 16.2hh

A gorgeous and elegant colt showing all the promise of the two stallions previously licensed form this great mare family. His long legs and a wonderful front are complimented by the power and movement that Zack brought to this mother line. The doubling of Rousseau in the pedigree is just great for performance.

£12,000
Owner & Breeder Sara Lucas
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Durango
2018 Bay Hannoverian Colt to make 16.2hh

Dreams do come true with this son of Glock’s Dream Boy who is now winning at Grand Prix showing always amazing and expressive gaits. On the dam side sits Schwarzgold, the son of double reserve and second reserve World Champion and now Grand Prix stallion, Imperio ridden by Hubertus Schmidt, Grandam, St Pr Waltzing Matilda, is by the great Grand Prix producer Wenzel I, the sire of Walk on Top. No missing pieces here with a modern and elegant colt.

£10,000
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Foals

Bernallilo
2018 Black Oldenburg Colt to make 16.3hh

Yes, we did it again. We were so delighted with our Bernay last year that we took him again to add to the performance family of Grand Prix stallion Wenckstern. “Bewegungspulent”, so is the call for the fantastic movement and expression of Bernay, this exciting son of the, undeniably tricky, but talented Boston out of the full sister to Lord Leatherdale. Boston was the pick of Isabell Werth and her team and his early death was a great disappointment. In our opinion a stallion and for the sport.

£20,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351

De Soto
2018 Chestnut Oldenburg Colt to make 16.2hh

The dam line of Sandro Hit, Diamond Hit, Royal Hit, Likoto Hit, Royal Schufro, Florenzo and Don Corleone is the springboard for this expressive and uphill colt. With an amazing walk and two further excellent gaits…there is nothing more to say. Sire Double Bubble is life approved Hannover and Oldenburg having undertaken his 50 day test at three years old. He is a convincing prospect.

£12,000
Owner & Breeder Lynne Crowden 07768323351

Querrida
2018 Brown Oldenburg Filly to make 17hh

No blind spots in this pedigree with double World Champions in Florencio and of course Poetin. Dam, Foxy Lady is half sister to Grand Prix and Oldenburg approved, Woodlander Rockstar, and is also the dam of the 2017 approved stallion for Oldenburg and the KWPN, Woodstock. This sensational and dark coloured stallion was acquired by the most knowledgeable and expert hands in the form of former Dutch team vet, Jan Greve. We are very proud. Here is the half sister who brings also the blood of Bundeschampion Quarterback.

£18,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden 07768323351
Foals

Chadwells Dare to Be
2018 Chestnut Hannoverian Filly to make 16.3hh

This is a powerful filly with an enormous walk an elastic uphill canter, even at her young age. Her strength and power come from both parents with the young stallion Double Bubble adding even more spring to the impressive Hotline daughter Elite Havana Moon. Dam sire Hotline was a phenomenon as a young horse and now goes Grand Prix and those same powerful and carrying hind legs have passed on through Havana to her daughter. Havana’s first foal, Rihanna, was purchased by the Eilberg family and that Rousseau blood is repeated in this mating.

£8,000
Owner & Breeder – Julia Wilkinson – 07846 102675

Florianna
2018 Brown Hannoverian Filly to make 16.3hh

This is a gorgeous name for a beautiful girl who is just full of charm and presence. Her pedigree is for performance with winners and Champions all the way. Her sire, Franz Ferdinand is by World Champion Fuerst Heinrich and out of the Grand Prix mare by another World Champion, Dimaggio, Elite Domroeschen. He is of course full brother to the international record breaker in the World Championships, Woodlander Farouche. On the dam side, the sire is the precocious talent that is Debonair, bred by Larkhill Stud and by De Niro. He was the Badminton Young Dressage Horse Champion at four years old as well as a finalist at the Shearwater International in the same year. Life approved Oldenburg he is now performing PSG. The granddam of Florianna is a very special mare bought in Germany for her, then, owner and is by the Bundeschampion Songline out of a Connery mother. Cannot ask for more I think.

£P.O.A
Owner & Breeder – Tricia Baker

Diamond Bar
2018 Colt or Filly to make 17.2hh

£25,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Duke of Lima
2018 Bay WBS-UK Colt

Bred from the amazing dam line of River Rise Escala and international stallion Grey Flannel to name just two highlights in a glittering mare family, this young man is destined for the top with a sire line that is just full of International Grand Prix and performance. Add to this the dam line of the sire strengthened by crowd pleasing Medoc with his huge jumping talent, and you can see why this boy will be a winner all the way.

£8,000
Owner & Breeder - Elaine Coleridge Smith - 07768277581
**Mares**

**Zsa Zsu**

2014 Chestnut Hannoverian Mare

This is such a special young mare, for breeding or riding, combining movement and the most obliging manner. She is lightly backed and was an absolute dream. Her mechanic, in particular her hind leg and suppleness through the body, make her the complete package. Her sire Zack is an early legend in his young life with his son Sezuan, again with amazing trainability, winning the World Championships three times! Dam, St Pr Limoncello produced two licensed sons and is also a legend in her lifetime with her great beauty and a perfect 10 score for her head. Foal, Youngstock and Mare Champion, her offspring have all been Elite and often top of their year.

£18,000
Owner & Breeder Sarah Lucas
Call Lynne Crowden 07768 323351

---

**Moulin Rouge**

2007 Black Hannoverian Mare

This is a daughter of the Grand Prix stallion Margue H. Moulin Rouge is special and her influence in our breeding has probably been the most significant with every offspring delivering success. Her first foal Summertime Blues is a life approved Hannoverian and Oldenburg stallion, and was reserve champion of his performance test with excellent ridability. The second foal, De Versaille is a State Premium mare, winning a hotly contested mare show in Verden and being selected for the Herwart van der Decken Schau. Her third foal, by Quasar du Chary is proving to be a dream to ride and at four is doing the leading of the family pony for his new owner and also scoring high in competition. Her two year old is being prepared for stallion licensing and this year’s foal will be no exception.

£14,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden - 07768 323351

---

**Noblesse Kiss Kiss**

2013 Grey AES Mare

Bargain of the day with this charming small mare who is backed and ridden away and has also now produced a stunning colt by Double Bubble as the owner had little time to ride and was Reserve her mother. Danny Kannan is a highly rated jumper with the temperament to breed good youngsters for jumping and eventing. His pedigree is in the purple. On the dam side, a strong dressage pedigree produced a mare who performed in both jumping and eventing and at twenty still moves like a dream. Do not miss this!

£5,000
Breeder – Jonathon Parrott
Owner – D Clayton Smith
**Mares**

**Wild Romance**

2010 Black Hannoverian Mare

This is your very lucky day... a very special filly by the amazing and record breaking stallion Wild Child, the son of World Champion Woodlander Farouche and now life approved and winning in Germany. The quality of his offspring from his first crop was rewarded with the licensing of three International stallions in Hannover, Oldenburg and the UK. What more can be said when you add in the ridability of Rotspom ... just a small price for a high quality and caring home. Bargain of the day and lightly backed and leaned over. Wonderful temperament.

£12,000

Owner & Breeder – Matt Cheale

Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

---

**Hillgrove Wild at Heart**

2015 Chestnut Hannoverian Mare 16.2hh

The best things come in small packages and this gorgeous filly by the exceptional talent that is Wild Child, carries some very impressive performance blood. Her dam Feodora comes from a long line of State Premium mares and numbers some successful competition horses in her pedigree. Wild Child himself achieved a triple crown in 2017 with three internationally licensed sons from his first crop.

£11,000

Owner & Breeder Liz Williams - 07791883234

---

**Wanabella**

2009 Brown WBS-UK Mare

A sweet and delightful mare by Woodlander Wesuvio from that great family that also brought the life approved Grand Prix stallion Woodlander Rockstar and also, through his half sister Elite Foxy Lady, the licensed stallion Wedgewood, formerly Woodstock, the Top Foal of 2015 in Futurity with a massive score.

£4,500

Owner & Breeder Liz Williams - 07791883234
For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com

Youngstock - Yearlings

Sweet Dreams
2017 Black Oldenburg Filly to make 16.22

A well named filly...the girl who has everything. This will be an irresistible addition to the collection of any rider or any breeder, with performance and reputation on every side. Her dam is a daughter of two British Champions as Debonair took the Four Year Old big prize pot of the Badminton Young Horse Championship and in the same year, the grand dam herself was Trakehner Supreme. Debonair himself is now delivering classy PSG performance. The athleticism and movement that we should expect from this family combination shines through and with the distinctive dark coat of her family and with her connections to Millenium through her dam line, this filly should not be missed.

£P.O.A
Owner & Breeder - Tricia Baker

Sorrentina
2017 Black Oldenburg filly

Love at first sight...a modern and very pretty daughter of the huge moving St Louis Blues, who brings the walk and canter of his triple World Champion sire, Sezuan to this rather special party. Although a big horse, his daughters are pretty and feminine reflecting the State Premiums in generations of his dams. Add to this the ridability of the stallion Ronaldo, a son of Rubinstein, and you have a charming package for the dressage arena.

£P.O.A
Owner & Breeder – Tricia Baker

Sandman
2017 Black Hannoverian Colt to make 17hh

A big framed, loose moving and handsome E.T son of the dark stallion, Summertime Blues. The sire, now six years old, has distinguished himself with ridability in both his performance test at rising four in Germany, and in his few dressage tests in the UK. With a Reserve World Champion, Sir Donnerhall and a Grand Prix performer in Margue H, the sire line is well furnished. Add to this the performance influence of the Consul daughter Katinka and you see why this half brother to the Small Tour performer, Woodlander Donna Summer should go home in your pocket.

£7,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Youngstock - Yearlings

**Standing Ovation**

2017 Black Rheinlander Colt to make 17hh

A great name for an impressive colt who brings together so much performance blood in a compact package. His dam sire Hotline was a young horse sensation, building on the blood of De Niro with the Gribaldi son Hofrat. As a sports horse he has proved his worth with top performances at the most competitive CDIs in Aachen, Hagen, Herning to name a few. Part of the Danish team, he has flown the flag and was voted Stallion of the Year in 2016. In the meantime he has produced over 40 performers of note in dressage sport. In Silver Lining, we see the blood of Sandro Hit but also through his dam Distelprix, we bring again the piaffe and passage blood of Gribaldi. This must be a performance package.

£7,000
Owner & Breeder – Jenny Tilling

**Summer Days**

2017 Black Hannoverian Colt to make 16.1hh

A half brother to two approved stallions – Clapton and Heaven, both of whom were also top Futurity foals in their respective years, this shiny black colt is the absolute epitome of a ladies dressage horse, combining beauty with paces. The pedigree is loaded with performance in both young horse classes and Grand Prix and the wonderful mix of the greatest dressage names...Donnerhall, De Niro, Sandro Hit, Lauries Crusador, and Gribaldi...a cocktail for the best.

£9,000
Owner & Breeder – Sara Lucas
Call Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

**Shangri La**

2017 Bay Hannoverian Filly

Woodlander breeding all the way with this elastic and supple ET daughter of our wonderful Champion and Gold Medal winning mare Katinka, by Consul. The quiet voice in the room, she has produced some of our most convincing mares, with wonderful ridability and work ethic and a natural talent for dressage with both amateur and professional riders. Her offspring are all adored by their owners. With the addition of more Woodlander breeding on the sire side, you know that this filly is made with temperament and soundness in mind. A real prospect for the show ring.

£7,500
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden – 07768323351
I adore this filly who oozes character and presence and never takes a bad picture. Her parentage brings together the best of modern dressage lines and the dam, Zandra is directly descended from the great Loretta, dam of Sandro Hit, through his full sister, and along the way picks up the influences of Don Schufro and Royal Diamond. On the sire side we find Vivaldi, Jazz, Havidoff and in the background the power and ridability of Contender through Contango. This will be a serious filly.

£10,000
Owner & Breeder - Lynne Crowden - 07768323351
Youngstock – Two Year Old

Hashtag Hamilton
2016 Bay WBS-UK Gelding to make 16.2hh

As a charming and beautiful son of the consistently successful Woodlander Heaven, this colt does not disappoint. He shows the quiet and charming attitude of his dam, Ciaroscura, herself a successful dressage mare to AM, who descends from a top Hannoverian mare line which produced Bundeschampionat winners and performers plus the licensed stallions Woodlander Santana, Woodlander Summertime Blues and more to come! His sire, Heaven, was the top Futurity Foal in the UK, the top three year old, The WBS Stallion Licensing Champion in the UK and also BHHS Foal Champion. Wow!

£10,000
Owner & Breeder - Miriam Klein

Tokyo Jo
2016 Bay WBS-UK Gelding to make 16.2hh

Amazing performance all the way with a totally convincing mare line where successive British owners have adored the offspring. Take some of the best Trakehner blood with Gribaldi, Le Rouge and Consul and consider how many wonderful horses have come from there. The unforgettable Totilas…the exciting GP prospect Woodlander Donna Summer…the young Woodlander Kala..always uphill and active behind. This charming and friendly colt is a very good bet for the top.

£10,000
Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351

Frankie
2016 Bay Oldenburg Colt

We have waited a long time to allow the size to catch up with the movement and potential of this young horse with a fantastic Grand Prix pedigree through his sire Fransje. This young stallion was a real surprise for Woodlander and is now performing at M** in Germany being mostly in the top three and this is just below PSG. Now with a new rider and trainer we look forward to his lineage coming to the fore with United, Silvano and Ahorn ALL performing Grand Prix. An absolute snip for the ambitious.

£10,000
Owner & Breeder – Irene Brendel

For further information, please contact:
Lynne Crowden: 07768 323351
Woodlander Office: 01858 571110
Email: woodlanderstud@mac.com
Website: www.woodlanderstud.com
French Kissin
2016 Bay Oldenburg Stallion

A powerful son of a powerful stallion, Fransje, now training Small Tour in Germany. He has the talent for piaffe and passage from nature. Every bit as important as his life approved Oldenburg sire, is his wonderful dam, Moulin Rouge, by GP performer Margue H. The mother line has delivered everything one could ask for with his Great Granddam as Bundeschampioness and her daughters delivering top priced auction horses, licensed sons and State Premium daughters, You will be impressed. He is no beauty and is only for the serious dressage investor

£20,000

Owner & Breeder – Lynne Crowden - 07768323351